
A Preliminary Assessment of the Serpo case

Given that release of Serpo materials is still ongoing, the following is a preliminary look
at what has been made public, so far.

The Serpo case may, in fact, be true (but could be false, of course). One or two of the
DIA and intelligence sources involved in Serpo have been known to produce
disinformation when ordered to do so by superiors, yet in this case they could,
conceivably, be releasing old information in order to partly come clean with the public.
Obviously, major US media wouldn’t handle such topics because they are controlled and 
timid, at this point, more like courtiers than actual journalists when it comes to the
biggest issues of our times. The denial and avoidance of major UFO and alien subjects by
both the media and (parts of) the US government rank with the Roman Catholic Church’s 
notorious denial of the proofs of Copernicus, Galileo and others. In other words, the ball
is in the public court. The official and corporate structures are too corrupt to be honest in
such cases. They seek profit, power and control. They prefer infantile citizenship to the
honesty necessary for planetary survival, which is why we see photos showing massive
chemtrails streaked across multi-state vistas while Bush and cronies deny that global
warming is their responsibility.

However, some in the military and in black budget circles see that abducting alien
interactions and secrecy have gotten out of hand and now threaten basic human
sovereignty. Others see a need to leak information out slowly so that humans can become
more competent regarding aliens. Nonetheless, they’re moving too slowly and haven’t 
made the progress they’d like to think they have. They’re being played for naive by the 
abductors.

As for Serpo, let’s look at the possible implications, assuming, for the sake of the
argument, that the story is true (which we can’t conclude, of course, at this date). If 
Anonymous and other former DIA and intel witnesses are correct, presidents Kennedy
and Johnson knew about Serpo. So, the public would have been deceived, once again.
Presidents know at least a skeletal outline about such subjects, even if some refuse to be
soiled by the narcotics and mass murder, anti-constitutional drift of much of it and are
then kept “out of the loop.” It’s a kind of omerta, it seems. Crimes within black budget 
structures are now so severe that the US is no longer a functioning, constitutional
democracy. National elections are an electronic fiction, which is why people are so angry.
Even Sandra Day O’Conner is hinting at the threat of dictatorship. 

As for the reported Ebens, a population of 650,000 living in the Zeta Reticuli system
some 38 light years from Earth probably wouldn’t be cloning so many other planets’ top 
species, as Serpo reports say Ebens do, unless they’re working on a larger project. The 
Serpo reports say the Ebens are the group that crashed near Roswell, hence they are gray-
affiliated and we may assume that they’re part of what Phillip Krapf reports is called the 
IFSP, a federation of sorts. In short, being so small and minor an enclave, the Ebens
would have little need to clone and copy the citizens of other worlds in our vicinity.
Instead, the Ebens would appear to be tasked with the intelligence and infiltration work



of the IFSP. If the Ebens were an actual native population of the Milky Way, they would
spend more time genetically engineering themselves for longer lives and greater
durability, rather than doing the lab work of an abducting raider, of sorts. The Ebens are
portrayed as being in so much of a rush to produce the IFSP catalogue of copied (then
conceivably infiltrated) native populations that they literally took the body of one US
soldier and cut it up, then used the body parts to clone human hybrids BEFORE even
asking the other soldiers on the trip. *The given soldier reportedly died during transit.

From the report about the cloned hybrid: “I was shocked, as was 700 and 754 (two US 
soldiers, who used code numbers for the mission). This being, with our teammate’s blood
and cells, looked like a large Eben. But the hands and legs were similar to humans.” 

And what was the US soldiers’ alleged response when they learned that their mate had 
been harvested? They were angry, scared. It was a major crisis for them. They pondered
the use of weapons to underscore their aversion to the deed. Ebens were in too much of a
rush, too industrial about it all. They didn’t even bother to ask. Instead, they used the 
soldier’s body parts to clone MORE human-Eben hybrids. Why, and for what uses? Eben
secrecy about the matter would apparently have been intended to keep the soldiers from
dwelling on the IFSP agenda re Earth (abduction, breeding, infiltration and control, plus
IFSP takeover of nearby empty planets in other star systems, by the way). If, as the Ebens
reportedly say, they’ve watched us for 2000 years, they would surely know that we have 
burial rites and that no human authority can legitimately authorize a breeding program
(although there may compromised black budget hacks who do so, either marginally
working for the abductors, or hoping to learn about their technology).

In one report US soldiers reportedly say they saw other planets’ beings in a lab where 
Ebens were cloning them. All the beings were awake and conscious, except for the aliens
with a human-like body and a dog-like head. From the reports, “Two of the beings on the 
end looked like humans with dog heads. These beings were not awake. They were either
sleeping or drugged.” Ever read about the planet Iarga in Stefan Denaerde’s report about 
a highly intelligent race living on a planet 10 light years from us (much closer than the
Ebens), a planet that has abundant plant life? Iargans appear to have naturally evolved
there--if the Iarga story is true (it certainly sounds plausible). Iargans have a head that
some might think looks like that of a dog, but such an observation is only relative to our
notion of ourselves. The Ebens allegedly kept the Iargan-like clones asleep. Why? Would
it be because the Iargans would be Milky Way natives, NOT IFSP aliens? The Iargans
might be seen as outsiders by the Ebens. Iargans reportedly live on a planet twice the size
and gravity of Earth; hence they have strong, squat bodies and move in quick strides.
Iargans may be our closest, native neighbors.

A small Eben population of 650,000 on a planet that’s nearly the size of Earth would 
suggest that they are but a provisional enclave. The Serpo reports say that the Ebens
original planet was ruined, due to extreme volcanic activity (which closely approximates
what happened to the gray planet, ironically). The Eben physiology is said to be similar
to that of the grays, which suggests that Ebens (assumed to be actual for purposes of this
assessment) would be a possible human-hybrid version of the grays, a minor enclave of



sorts. Are the Ebens merely reciting the story of the old gray planet when they reportedly
talk of their old world? By the way, where was it?

Phillip Krapf reports that a more advanced population dominates the IFSP and is called
the Verdants (500 trillion Verdants living on 246,000 planets). Verdants told Krapf they
come from a galaxy located 14 million light years away in a separate galaxy group (four
other galaxy groups are closer to us than the likely Verdant locale). Verdants also told
Krapf that the grays originated in the Large Magellenic Cloud, a satellite galaxy near the
Milky Way, which is visible from our southern hemisphere. The Large Magellenic Cloud
currently moves away from the Milky Way at roughly the same speed at which
Andromeda approaches. In other words, the grays aren’t even natives of the Milky Way, 
but appear to be remnants of a previous IFSP intervention that resulted in the death of
their planet. Krapf says a Verdant told him that IFSP has a long history of manipulated
planet kills. They tend to seed neophyte upstarts with advanced technology (accidentally,
in our case) yet fail to tell the denizens of a target planet that such technology must be
used with countervailing measures. Negative energy technology (aka electrogravity, zero
point, or scalar electromagnetic technology) must be used delicately at a low-intensity,
ecological minimum—to prevent seismic instabilities and other complications. However,
IFSP aliens don’t tell that to humans, as far as I know. Other aliens do. The omission
speaks volumes about the IFSP strategy for gaining conscripts.

Let’s walk through some of the other items in the Serpo report. The Serpo report says that 
the grays actually now live in Alpha Centauri, the three-star system closest to Earth at a
mere 4.3 light years distance. This is most ironic. The grays certainly didn’t originate 
there, but would seem instead to have taken a position near us, for strategic IFSP
acquisition purposes (if Serpo is valid). So, we’ve previously heard that grays dwell in
Zeta Reticulum and/or Sirius and in other near systems. NOW, however, we get the
Serpo report, which says otherwise. For grays to take up in Alpha Centauri would be an
ill-advised provocation. Clearly, humans must be responsible for the local ecology, but a
gray position there could easily inflame human greed to counter the grays. In other
words, the IFSP would either want us to think that although grays aren’t native to this 
galaxy they’re in control of our environs, OR the IFSP would want to try to cordon off
this vicinity and prevent our contact with native Milky Way aliens.

Personally, I don’t want humans trying to make a claim to ANY other planets in our 
vicinity. We don’t NEED them. We’re currently screwing up this planet and should either
live or die as a race here. Until we get it right here, we aren’t even remotely qualified to 
barge in on other terra. We aren’t competent to do so and all such terra should be 
reserved for long term NEED, not for the short-sighted indulgence of an unsustainable,
elite economy. So, a gray presence in Alpha Centauri would be a mistake and would
cause military industrial wonks to think that they need to stab out in search of future real
estate, other options—just in case. Bad move, on both parts. Native Milky Way aliens
will no doubt encourage us to be more patient.

The Serpo site says, “The Ebens had a great interplanetary battle with another race about 
3,000 years ago. The Ebens lost many thousands in their battle. (many hundreds of



thousands of Ebens died in The Great War) The Ebens completely eliminated all of their
enemies. The Ebens have never fought another war since. The Ebens have been space
travelers for the past 2,000 years. The Ebens first visited Earth about 2,000 years ago.” 

The last item could, conceivably, be a subtle attempt to hint at an IFSP-Eben role in
Jesus’ life, yet another propaganda point of the Ebens. Unlike the grays of common note, 
Ebens are described as sexuals, although a fairly docile kind of sexual. But why the war?
Did the Ebens actually have such a war, or would they lying about it? IFSP aliens have
lied by first saying that they aren’t interventionist, they don’t use weapons, then saying 
(allegedly through Richard Boylan) that they are intent on MASSIVE intervention here,
at present. Verdants also tried to fool Krapf into thinking that they’d never harm a single 
living bacteria, i.e. on an incoming asteroid, yet a Verdant female told Krapf they would
obliterate the asteroid. Krapf called her on the inconsistency and she was extremely
flustered at having said too much.

If extant, Ebens would definitively be an IFSP population, conceivably just a hybrid
enclave for use in trying to steer us into the IFSP and take some 7-10 other nearby empty
planets, in the process. The Eben claim to have killed another planet during a war using
“particle beams” could be a lie intended to make the Ebens seem formidable. The only 
planet they might have killed would have been their own. It’s nearly impossible to kill an 
entire planet using particle beams. Particle beams produce local burns and so on but don’t 
destroy an entire planet’s ecology. It would take weapons use of negative energy 
technology, which the Ebens would certainly have. Misuse of such technology likely
killed their purported original planet (it does so through accentuated waveform, as
Bearden writes, not particulate streams from a gun). By saying the war Ebens fought used
particle beams, as such, the Ebens would be lying, and hence the claim about the war
may be a lie also.

The Serpo reports describe the following incident while US soldiers were on Serpo, “Ebe 
2 came into our living compound, just after one of our rest periods. Ebe 2 was excited
and told us to stay inside and not to exit our living quarters. We asked why and Ebe 2
said that an unknown spacecraft had entered their planet's orbit. But Ebe 2 assured us that
the military will take care of the problem. We naturally went into our own alert. We
issued our weapons and stood by to guard our living area. We violated her instructions
and went outside. We watched the skies and saw a lot of air traffic. We then saw all the
military members with weapons and something that looked like field packs. They were in
full fighting gear, as 899 called it. The alert didn't last very long and Ebe 2 came back,
looked at us a little curious and then told us everything was alright and the alert was over.
We asked her if the unknown spacecraft was identified. She said it wasn't a spacecraft but
just a natural piece of space debris and left it at that.” 

Why the contrived alert? When a piece of space debris comes near a planet, WE don’t 
freak. Ebens certainly could have tracked its slow motion, its un-electrogravitic mode of
travel, and would have charted the object earlier, it seems. I suspect that the Ebens would
have wanted to instill a little bit of drill sympathy in the US soldiers, to make them feel as
though the Ebens are the good guys. Meanwhile, actual drills of the sort would probably



be intended to ward off our own, conceivably less offensive, non-interventionist
neighbors who could be expected to buzz the Ebens angrily because Ebens would be
doing the abduction and cloning dirty work of a non-native colonial (the Verdant-
dominated IFSP). Ironically, the good guys in our neighborhood could be the patrols
buzzing Serpo! The Iargans would possibly be among such patrols buzzing Serpo.

Iargans are described as gentle and intelligent, and resourceful. They reportedly live as a
commonality that evolved quickly and moved beyond the infantile kind of classist,
planet-poisoning elitism that we now suffer (amid an escalating, highly manipulative
Intervention).

In the end, the Serpo war could be the Ebens’ fake, manipulative propaganda. 
Alternatively, they could be merely referring to their own planet-killing apocalypse. But
wait a minute: how could they have fought a war just 3000 years ago? Wouldn’t that 
place it during the times of their visit in our vicinity, their residence on Serpo? In other
words, if their war actually occurred (which seems doubtful), it might have been against
one of our neighbors! The 2000 year travels story and the 3000 year war story are too
convenient, too closely tailored to our circumstance.

In the end, I don’t trust the Eben’s stated war story, although they may have told US
soldiers about it. It would appear to be convenient propaganda, a way to put the fear into
humans about bad, crazy aliens (our neighbors—who AREN’T massively abducting and 
breeding human hybrids for IFSP use here on this planet, by the way).

From the Serpo reports: “The Ebens did warn us that several other alien races within our 
galaxy were hostile. The Ebens stay away from those races. The debriefing document
never stated the name of the enemy, probably because they no longer existed.” Again, 
who are those other races? For all we know, the Ebens and the IFSP would try to say the
enemies are our surrounding neighbors. The purported Ebens would seem to be trying to
isolate us from neighboring native aliens. Another bad move.

It’s ironic that JFK was assassinated just before the Ebens allegedly arrived in April 1964 
for a planned shuttling of soldiers to their planet. The Serpo report says Kennedy
approved of the exchange, but that Johnson doubted that the Ebens would actually arrive.
In the Eben mind, which president would have been seen as more pliable: JFK, who was
assassinated to remove a legal-minded obstacle to the mob regime here, or Johnson, who
bowed to JFK’s killers (if not aware of them, a priori) and rushed the USinto Vietnam
under fraudulent circumstances?

The Ebens allegedly have but one higher educational institution on “their” planet (which 
they cannot own, being natives of some other distant system). What kind of planning is
that? A more mature, stable planet would have several universities, at a minimum.
Instead, the Ebens would appear be tightly indoctrinated—all at one place, under the
thumb of a larger power (assuming they are as reported, again, for the sake of the
argument). US soldiers allegedly say they saw high towers in their settlements [probably
Tesla or negative energy systems (wireless, as are their devices) that use the planet’s 



metallic core as a capacitor, a la Bearden]. Their disks, their norms and their technology
would all bespeak IFSP norms, as do their affiliations. One account places grays among
their welcomed visitors.

The Ebens would also be anomalous in that “they worship a Supreme Being…. They 
conducted daily services.” Other aliens don’t appear to worship, as such, even though 
they may think that all-of-universal mind is transcendent. Other aliens have an ultimate
regard for greater community of mind, of the sort. In this aspect, the Ebens would appear
to be tailored, miniature style, to appeal to bronze age human ideas and mythology.
Again, this would suggest an IFSP enclave, not a mature, independently evolved
population.

Michael Salla doubts the Serpo story’s validity because of possible DIA disinfo. and 
previous disinfo. in the Paul Bennewicz case (he has a good point), and because the
Ebens talked orally to the soldiers during their mission to Eben. However, given that the
soldiers reportedly were taken to Serpo just 17 years after Roswell, the IFSP aliens might
have wanted to limit the information given to humans. If it was the Ebens who crashed at
Roswell, they already had one strike against them within the IFSP hierarchy, hence Ebens
might have been motivated to use oral communication around the US soldiers because
alien telepathic norms, if observed and copied by US soldiers, would have allowed them
to discern too many unspoken details about the Ebens. Telepathy would have shown US
soldiers that there’s an underlying universality of mind, geometry and concepts that 
would have made communication much easier for the soldiers. Had they seen Eben
telepathy as the norm, they could have investigated the Ebens more effectively, hence the
oral alternative. We can fairly assume that Ebens would have used telepathy among
themselves, but when some strange, hair-headed US soldier was around, the protocol
could have been changed for security reasons.

Ironically, one Serpo report says President Clinton wanted to continue the Serpo
exchanges but was “overruled by others in his administration” and the program was 
terminated in 1994 with Ebe #5. Who overrules the president? No one, except for black
budget malcontents who’ve already voided the US Constitution in their own minds. The 
IFSP’s infiltration of this planet is now so deep and “internal,” as Michael Salla suggests, 
that we should consider the possibility that the Ebens and the IFSP wouldn’t have wanted 
to work with Clinton because, like other Democrats and constitutionally-minded
Republicans, he might have leaked details about black budget crimes. He might have told
the rest of us about the dangers that are mounting against this planet. (Clinton’s coziness 
with Bush Sr. in recent years suggests that Clinton really IS the Mena AR cocaine crony
that Daniel Hopsicker’s book Barry and the Boys outlines---Clinton is deeply
compromised). Meanwhile, the IFSP prefers secrecy in order to deepen their doings here
out of public sight, not quick disclosure. In that regard they are most duplicitous.

From the report: “The one forbidden act is not to enter a private living house. We did that 
once and were politely escorted out by the military. There seems to be more military than
actually needed. They do have weapons, as I mentioned before. We rarely see any
military member with those weapons. But we have seen them during the alert that



occurred sometime ago.” 

Most ironic, isn’t it? Ebens harvest humans for the body parts and intervene on our planet 
as they choose, yet they don’t want a human to set foot in a private house on Serpo… 
Why not? Would it have been because US soldiers might have seen monitors with IFSP
system-wide news inside, evidence of what IFSP aliens are actually doing, both here and
elsewhere? IFSP aliens reportedly monitor us in every way that they possibly can, yet
Ebens don’t want US soldiers to know about or become too familiar with any Ebens’ 
internal home activities, in this scenario.

In sum, it seems that the Ebens wouldn’t necessarily be a violent, aggressive people, in 
themselves, yet they would represent a larger structure that is highly questionable and a
potential threat to human freedoms and resources. Our safest long-term strategy would be
to not harm any such aliens. Instead, we should investigate them and the Serpo story and
disclose what is known, to the public. Rather than warp our social structure precipitously
to counter a distant alien incursion, a distortion of human relations that cannot be undone
easily, we should simply educate ourselves about aliens. A wider understanding will lead
to a better human ecology, in short order.

This assessment isn’t written todiscourage further publication of Serpo materials. The
more we know, the better. The reported photos would be particularly helpful but should
be released without placing the matter in the lap of begrudging apparatchiks. They can
always say, So what: that’s just sci fi stuff… Meanwhile, we’d get the picture and would 
proceed as we always do: in advance of the mainstream awareness. (I doubt that any such
photos will be released, of course). In the end, given the convoluted past history of Doty,
Bill Moore and so on, we can’t yet conclude that Serpo is as stated. If the story is false, 
intel has committed a grievous error. The subjects discussed in the Serpo releases are of
such great importance to our nascent understanding of exopolitics, that a fraud would be
unforgivable. It would impeach the credibility of all such intel sources for decades and
would play fast and loose with subjects of critical importance to all who live on this
planet.

We need more information about the case so that we can correlate what we know and
develop a more competent analysis. We need a wider public awareness in order to further
develop global conventions and safeguards against abuse of the new technologies, and
against unwanted alien predations. By knowing more about our neighbors, we’ll be able 
to see where we’re actually going, in a sense. We’ll be both safer and wiser for having 
done so.

--G.L., writer and researcher in Davis, CA (author of Alien Mind–a Primer)


